
 
 

 

  

Throughout the month of July, we have seen some changes to the Joey room. Our 

room has been flipped upside down into a new layout, and the children have been busy 

exploring new experiences within the room. Experiences such as our new ball run, 

baby corner, drawing easel and water tub have been a hit! The first experience the 

children were drawn to was the ball run. The children place the ball at the top of the 

run and watch it fall down to the very bottom. The children are using their hand-eye 

coordination and experimenting with cause and effect. Once the ball reaches the 

bottom the children’s usual response is a happy scream finished with a clap. Another 

experience the children have enjoyed is our drawing easel. During the first half of the 

year the Joey room introduced crayons to the children. The children loved eating them 

and throwing them on the floor. Now that the Joey children are older, they are starting 

to use a fist grip to draw swirls and lines on the paper. This experience is available for 

the children to play with all day and the next step will be exploring paint on paper.   

Although the weather has grown cold- this has not stopped the children from exploring 

outside. The children stand at the door pointing to their outdoor environment. Through 

routine the children know its hats and jackets first and off they go! The children are 

becoming more confident with their environment- they are starting to pull themselves 

up onto climbing equipment and balance along planks and bridges. They children are 

also enjoying the sandpit as they fill and empty containers and trucks.   

In the month of July, we went on our very first excursion to the local park! The 

children sat in our four-seater pram and we walked past the local shops all the way to 

the park. On the way we found a street library so we thought it was a great opportunity 

to read a story about colours. We also talked about what we could see at the park- 

birds, trees, clouds! WOW- its been a busy start to July! Stay tuned!  
 

Links to the National Quality Standards Quality Area 1 Program and Practice and TRCC Philosophy. 
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